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Chance For President Keeps Up The Pressure

Chance Trahan Spills Truth All Over The Place And Pushes Incumbents Back Into Hiding

LOS ANGELES - Oct. 9, 2020 - PRLog -- Incumbent Politicians just can't keep up with Presidential Elect
Hopeful, Chance Trahan, and his Candidacy. Every time Trahan makes a move, the Incumbents go further
into hiding from the public. This only drives the Nonpartisan Candidate to turn up the heat as he keeps
pressuring the Administration with the truth about the activities they're engaging in.

"When I make a move, it's funny to see what happens. I've seen people die, cry, lie, and many times I've
even seen Candidates try stealing the election. Previously, Obama came with a fake pipe bomb scare that
even included the likes of George Soros and Maxine Waters amid the scandal. All I had to do was reveal
that Obama is Osama bin Laden. Word is that Lisa Murkowski is electing to not run for office again. She's
so deep in heavy allegations that are turning out to be true. Also, I'm not the only one putting the pieces
together that Joe Biden and Donald Trump are working together in order to steal this election. Many people
are just now catching on with that one tho, I've already known that for months now. With Trump secretly
being a 33rd degree freemason, We The People have had it with the masonic garbage they're being fed.
Every time I blink, Tom Fitton of Judicial Watch keeps uncovering tons of election fraud. Thank God for
his organization fighting for the truth. We The People are out for blood. They're at the throats of the
Incumbent Politicians and they want me as President. Even people that don't live in America are reporting
that they can't take any more of their own politicians. My Campaign may seem like a far—cry, but anything
is possible. The Candidacy I'm running is the mother of all truth—bombs. With Trump getting over
"COVID19" in just 3 days, the public is having a field day, saying that it's not that serious, and the majority
are uncovering the core—truth of what's going on, that the virus just doesn't exist. It hasn't been
scientifically proven, no such sample exists. No one will provide the sample for said virus either, because
whatever they try to pass off will come back as a hard—negative. The tests for the virus are
false—positives as well. This is something that takes weeks to process a positive result of. A test with
results in just hours for a virus like that isn't scientifically possible. There's no such thing as rapid quantum
testing, which is what they claim to suddenly have and was thoroughly debunked by scientists everywhere,"
says Chance Trahan.

Learn More About Chance For President: https://ChanceForPresident.com
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